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Exhibit 1: Stronger outlook for corporate travel spend in
2018

In this report we summarise the key observations from our
2018 AlphaWise Corporate Travel Survey.
Solid uptick in budget growth in 2018. Corporate travel expenditure is expected
to grow 2.8% in 2018 on a budget-weighted basis (vs 0.9% in 2017), our 2018
survey suggests. Volume growth expectations are stronger than 2017 (Intra-EU,
Asia & Middle East are the drivers), and the pricing picture is stronger in both
Intra-EU and Asia, although flatter in other markets.
While North Atlantic remains robust, momentum is shallow compared to last
year. 47% of corporate travel managers expect Transatlantic volume growth in
2018 (up from 43% last year), but a rising ratio expect pricing declines (17%), the
highest of any region. For Intra-EU, this survey sees a strengthening of volumes
and airfares for 2018, with 42%/38% expecting volume/pricing growth (vs
34%/26% respectively in 2017).
AF-KLM has moved to most preferred EU carrier on service metrics. One of the
main shifts this year was AF-KLM scoring strongly on 3 of the 5 key service
categories. LCCs saw a downtick in usage for corporate travel needs, and despite
travel bans and weak regional trends the use of Middle East carriers has risen by
ten percentage points vs 2017. We believe the above trends are supportive of
our relative Overweight views on Ryanair and AF-KLM, versus Equal-weight
ratings for Lufthansa and IAG, where we think the competitive dynamics in both
the North Atlantic & Middle East regions could impact their corporate platforms.
Category
Footprint
Lift
Quality of Product
Reliability
Price of Package

Source: AlphaWise, Morgan Stanley Research

Exhibit 2: Transatlantic robust, but growing expectation
of corporate fare declines in 2018

Source: AlphaWise, Morgan Stanley Research

Leading Carrier
Air France KLM
Air France KLM
British Airways
Lufthansa
Air France KLM

Source: AlphaWise, Morgan Stanley Research. Preferred airline by characteristic.
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Corporate Travel Survey 2018
We conducted an AlphaWise online survey between October 13 and 23 with travel
managers across all industries and at companies with international operations in
Europe and the US. This year we received 212 responses from managers with
responsibility for air travel decisions. The largest industry areas covered by respondents
were Technology/Telecom, Industrials and Financial Services. The revenue area covering
the most companies was up to US$15 billion (70% of respondents, in line with last year).
The mean annual travel budget was US$36 million (vs US$30.1 million in 2017).
Expectations for travel budgets have improved into 2018, with nearly 2/3rd of
respondents expecting an increased level of spend, compared to 55% last year.
Core Questions for Evidence Research
• What is the corporate travel outlook for travel budgets, passenger traffic and airfares in 2018?
• How will business/economic conditions affect corporate travel spending and policies?

The Evidence

Total travel spending in 2018 is expected to grow by 2.8% on a budget-weighted basis, compared to a 0.9% increase in last year’s survey, but this is
sensitive to economic conditions.
• 40% of those surveyed expect a single-digit increase in 2018 (vs. 40% last year), and 21% expect double-digit growth (vs. 15% last year), leading to a
budget-weighted overall growth expectation of 2.8%.
• Both bookings and airfares are expected to increase in 2018. 68% expect higher passenger volumes, while 40% expect higher airfares.
• Amidst growth in traffic and pricing in most geographic segments, 47% expect increased passenger volumes for Transatlantic, 42% in Intra-EU,
compared to 39% for EU-Asia, 31% for Middle East and 19% in Latam.

Little travel policy shift to occur in 2018, however uptick in Direct Connect bookings
• 70% expect policies on air travel to stay the same. However, there is a downtick in the use of LCCs within corporate travel policies, with 85% of
managers using LCCs – from ~90% in the last 3 years.
• 40% of managers expect to utilise Direct Connect options for booking management. This has increased from 32% in two years.

Key Conclusions
Price momentum improves in EU-linked markets - but primarily driven by
Intra-EU & Asia
Volume level expectations show an uptick across all EU-linked markets in 2018 – albeit
somewhat skewed by geography. For example, 42% of corporate travel managers expect
Intra-EU volume growth in 2017 (up from 34% last year), while 38% expect airfare
growth (26% last year), our AlphaWise 2018 corporate travel survey reveals. A similar
trend is evident in Asia, with 39% expecting volume growth in 2018 (vs 30% last year),
and fare growth expectations that have also risen from 29% expecting a rise in 2017 to
41% in 2018. A more sluggish outlook is evident across both North & South Atlantic
markets into 2018 – with limited changes in rate of volume & pricing growth
expectations.
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Intra-EU and Asia: areas of relative strength in 2018
While we note that Transatlantic volume and pricing trends remain robust for 2018, we
see little change in the respondent ratios from 2017. In fact, the Transatlantic has seen a
progressive increase in the number of respondents expecting pricing decline (to 17% in
2018), the highest of any region we measure from the EU perspective.
Intra-EU volumes are also improving, while pricing strength is bouncing substantially
from 2017. Expectations for rate increases have lifted for 2018, with 38% of respondents
expecting increased pricing (up from 26% in 2017).

Solid corporate growth trends should be supportive for the sector, but IntraEU and Asia-weighted carriers should outperform
Conclusions: Respondents show a stronger outlook for overall Global and European
corporate travel trends in 2018 – albeit with sizeable geographic divergence. We
maintain our Overweight on Ryanair as a beneficiary of EU macro strength, while AFKLM is our preferred legacy exposure, supported by stronger service scores in this year's
survey as well as extended partnerships on key markets to Asia. We remain Equalweight on easyJet, IAG and Lufthansa, and Underweight on Norwegian.
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Key Observation #1: Stronger Growth in Total Budgets for 2018
Corporate travel expenditure is expected to grow 2.8% in 2018 on a budget-weighted
basis. This is above the 0.9% growth expectation for the forward year reported in our
last survey. 61% of respondents anticipate an increase in travel budget in 2018 versus
55% in last year’s survey, 21% expect no change in budget, while 18% expect some level
of decline in their budget spend.
Exhibit 3: 60% expect 1-15% travel budget rise, up YoY

Source: AlphaWise, Morgan Stanley Research. Expectations for corporate travel budget.
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Key Observation #2: Volume Trends Improve
Although global travel managers are broadly positive on volumes, there is sizable
geographic divergence across the key European sectors. As our last survey showed, the
strongest sentiment for volume growth relevant to the European airlines continues to
be seen in the Transatlantic segment, with 47% of respondents expecting a volume
improvement in 2018, alongside the Intra-EU routes where 42% of respondents expect
volume growth in 2018. Against this, only 19% of respondents expect growth in Latam.
We do see, however, a growing feeling among respondents that Transatlantic airfares
will move lower, with 17% of respondents now expecting fares to be down in 2018. This
compares with only 11-13% in all other regions, and perhaps reflects the entry of new
low cost long haul price points from carriers like Norwegian, WOW Air and Icelandair.
See our Geographical Observations section below.
Exhibit 4: 68% expect air passenger volume rise in 2018

Source: AlphaWise, Morgan Stanley Research. Expectation vs previous year for passenger volumes
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Key Observation #3: No Major Shift in Policy, But Slight Uptick
in Discounts
70% of respondents expect no policy change with regard to business/first class travel
in 2018. We have noted however, that there is a modest uptick in more liberal use of
business/first compared to 2016-17.
Slight uptick in major corporate discounts expected in 2018. 59% of respondents
expect a 0-10% discount range, down vs 62% last year. The proportion of corporates
expecting 21-30% or >30% discounts remains steady compared to 2017.
Exhibit 5: 20% expect greater stringency in premium

Exhibit 6: Discounts >20% remain broadly stable at 16%

Source: AlphaWise, Morgan Stanley Research. Corporate discounts on airfares.

Source: AlphaWise, Morgan Stanley Research. Policies regarding first/business class travel.
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Key Observation #4: Lower Use of LCCs But Higher Use of
Middle East Carriers
85% of respondents indicated that a portion of their budget is allocated to ‘budget’
carriers, which is down from 93% last year. However, we have seen a large increase in
the use of Middle East carriers as part of travel programs - from 37% to 47% in 2018.
The level of overall allocation remains relatively small, with 41% responding that the
allocation is 1-10% of their total budget. Use of LCCs for >30% of budget allocation
have fallen. Conversely, use of Middle East carriers has bounced to the strongest ratio
in many years for 2018, despite the impacts of travel bans and regional political
volatility.
Exhibit 7: Lower use of LCCs in Corporate Travel in 2018

Exhibit 8: Large uptick in use of Middle East Carriers from 37% to
47%

Source: AlphaWise, Morgan Stanley Research. Budget allocation to budget carriers
Source: AlphaWise, Morgan Stanley Research. Use of Middle East carriers in travel program
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Product Characteristics – Air France KLM Moves into Favour in
Europe
Exhibit 9: Air France KLM moves into favour in Europe
Category

Leading Carrier

2015
Footprint

Lufthansa

Lift

Lufthansa

Quality of Product

British Airways

Reliability

Lufthansa

Price of Package

British Airways

2016
Footprint

Lufthansa

Lift

Lufthansa

Quality of Product

British Airways

Reliability

Lufthansa

Price of Package

British Airways

2017
Footprint

British Airways

Lift

British Airways/Air France KLM

Quality of Product

British Airways/Lufthansa

Reliability

Lufthansa

Price of Package

British Airways

2018
Footprint

Air France KLM

Lift

Air France KLM

Quality of Product

British Airways

Reliability

Lufthansa

Price of Package

Air France KLM

Source: AlphaWise, Morgan Stanley Research. Preferred airline by characteristic
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Use of GDS, TMCs & Direct Connect – Direct Connect Overtakes
TMCs in 2017
38% of respondents indicated that Travel Management Companies retain the majority
of their travel budget spend during 2017. However, Direct Connect now yields 41% of
travel spend, while GDS providers see 13%.
45% of respondents indicated they utilise Concur as their main booking
engine/software provider. BCD Travel takes 2nd and Carlson Wagonlit in 3rd place at
15% and 10%, respectively
Exhibit 10: TMCs no longer dominate corporate spend allocation in 2017

Source: AlphaWise, Morgan Stanley Research. Approximate percentage of budget in 2017

Exhibit 11: Concur noted as the top current provider used in 2017

Source: AlphaWise, Morgan Stanley Research. Which engine/software is used currently
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Geographical Detail
Intra-EU
Of the respondents who travel Intra-Europe, 42% expect volumes to increase, versus
34% last year. In addition, 11% expect a decline in volumes, which is steady versus last
year.
Almost 40% of respondents now expect rising fares Intra-Europe for 2018, which is
materially up on last year. Only 13% expect fares to decline, which is modestly below
last year.
Exhibit 12: Intra-EU volumes: 42% expect growth in 2018

Source: AlphaWise, Morgan Stanley Research. Intra-Europe expected 2018 volume change

Exhibit 13: Intra-EU Fares: sharp rise in positive fare expectations

Source: AlphaWise, Morgan Stanley Research. Intra-Europe expected 2018 fare change
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Transatlantic
Transatlantic continues to show robust corporate travel strength in 2018 - but with
little change in expectations from 2017. 47% of respondents expect travel volumes to
rise in 2018 versus 43% in 2016.
42% of respondents expect fares on these routes to increase in 2018 (versus 39% in
2017). In addition, we note a continue rise in respondents with declining pricing
expectations for 2018.
Exhibit 14: Transatlantic volumes: Strongest expectation for growth (47% expect an increase in
2018)

Source: AlphaWise, Morgan Stanley Research. Transatlantic expected 2018 volume change

Exhibit 15: Transatlantic fares: 42% expect an increase in 2018

Source: AlphaWise, Morgan Stanley Research. Transatlantic expected 2018 fare change
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EU-Asia Pacific
EU-Asia Pacific sees stronger volume growth expectations in 2018, with 39% of
respondents expecting travel volumes to rise, up from 30% in 2016-17.
In addition, pricing expectations have also sharply improved in 2018 for the EU-Asia
Pacific region. 41% of respondents expect fares on these routes to increase in 2018
(versus 29% in 2017). In addition, we see a large decrease (21% to 11%) in respondents
expecting declines in pricing for 2018.
Exhibit 16: Europe-Asia volumes: Improving expectations in 2018

Source: AlphaWise, Morgan Stanley Research. Europe-Asia expected 2018 volume change

Exhibit 17: Europe-Asia fares: much stronger profile in 2018

Source: AlphaWise, Morgan Stanley Research. Europe-Asia expected 2018 fare change
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EU-Middle East
EU-Middle East sees more positive volume growth expectations in 2018, with 31% of
respondents expecting travel volumes to rise in 2018 versus 21% in 2017.
However, pricing expectations have remained flattish in 2018 for EU-Middle East
region. 30% of respondents expect fares on these routes to increase in 2018 (versus
28% in 2016). In addition, we see an increase (57% to 54%) in respondents expecting flat
pricing for 2018.
Exhibit 18: Europe-Middle East volumes: almost 1/3rd of respondents expect growth in 2018

Source: AlphaWise, Morgan Stanley Research. Europe-ME expected 2018 volume change

Exhibit 19: Europe-Middle East fares: 57% expect fares to remain flat in 2018

Source: AlphaWise, Morgan Stanley Research. Europe-ME expected 2018 fare change
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EU-Latam
EU-Latam sees among the weakest regional expectations for corporate travel volume
growth in 2018, with 19% of respondents expecting travel volumes to rise in 2018, and a
majority expecting flat trends (69% in 2018).
In addition to the weak volumes, pricing expectations for EU-Latam are little changed
from 2017 expectations. 30% of respondents expect fares on these routes to increase in
2018 (versus 28% in 2017). However, we do see a modest decrease (17% to 13%) in
respondents expecting downward pricing for 2018.
Exhibit 20: Europe-LatAm volumes: Majority expect flat levels in 2018

Source: AlphaWise, Morgan Stanley Research. Europe-LatAm expected 2018 volume change

Exhibit 21: Europe-LatAm fares: little change in expectations in 2018

Source: AlphaWise, Morgan Stanley Research. Europe-LatAm expected 2018 fare change
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More on AlphaWise
AlphaWise Reports & Interactives

Source: AlphaWise
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Equal-weight/Hold
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Underweight/Sell
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OTHER MATERIAL
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COUNT
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TOTAL

COUNT

% OF
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CATEGORY

COUNT

% OF
TOTAL
OTHER
MISC
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44%
2%
19%
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359
6
92

39%
48%
1%
12%

25%
25%
11%
15%
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9
237

38%
46%
1%
16%
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1490
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INDUSTRY COVERAGE: Airlines
COMPANY (TICKER)

RATING (AS OF)

PRICE* (11/13/2017)

O (09/12/2017)
E (08/28/2017)
E (01/14/2016)
E (09/12/2017)
U (12/06/2013)
O (04/09/2013)

€10.93
€26.91
1,259p
€6.60
NKr 182.00
€16.57

Penelope Butcher, CFA
Air France-KLM (AIRF.PA)
Deutsche Lufthansa AG (LHAG.DE)
easyJet (EZJ.L)
International Consolidated Airlines Grp (ICAG.MC)
Norwegian Air Shuttle ASA (NWC.OL)
Ryanair (RYA.L)

Stock Ratings are subject to change. Please see latest research for each company.
* Historical prices are not split adjusted.
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